
Monitoring the status, health, and working condition of industrial HVAC is key!

www.infineon.com/predictivemaintenance

USE CASE 

Modernize Industrial HVAC 
Anomaly Detection and  
Intelligence with AWS AI  
and tinyML at the Edge 
Use AI-driven anomaly detection to prevent costly industrial HVAC  
system failures before they occur

Office buildings, industrial and manufacturing facilities, and commercial living spaces rely  
on modern, industrial-grade HVAC systems to meet their respective heating and cooling needs. 
That is what makes these system and their performance critical for the business operation or 
tenants satisfaction. 

While the aim is to provide continuous service and customer comfort in a climate-controlled 
environment, configuration complexities in modern equipment, as well as compatibility issues 
with legacy systems, can result in costly failures and downtime. 

Infineon, together with its ecosystem partner Klika Tech, addresses this need. The solution 
combines our ultra-accurate XENSIV™ sensors, versatile XMC™ microcontrollers, and secure 
OPTIGA™ Trust security solutions. By working together, they feed data into a TinyML model.

The TinyML model is designed to detect any anomalies in real time, making it an essential part 
of the solution. This real-time detection ability allows the system to identify and report any 
problems as they occur, minimizing potential downtime and damage.

Once an anomaly is detected, the system doesn’t stop at just identifying the issue. It also gathers 
and sends relevant sensor data associated with the identified problem. This information is 
transmitted to a cloud-based Artificial Intelligence solution generator.

This cloud-based AI generator uses the provided data to come up with solutions providing a 
way forward. This way, the business operations have a comprehensive path of managing and 
mitigating potential issues in HVAC systems.



USE CASE

Please note!
This Document is for information purposes only 
and any information given herein shall in no event 
be regarded as a warranty, guarantee or descrip-
tion of any functionality, conditions and/or quality 
of our products or any suit ability for a particular 
purpose. With regard to the technical specifica-
tions of our products, we kindly ask you to refer to 
the relevant product data sheets provided by us. 
Our customers and their technical departments are 
required to evaluate the suitability of our products 
for the intended application. 

We reserve the right to change this document and/
or the information given herein at any time.

Additional information
For further information on technologies, our 
products, the application of our products, delivery 
terms and conditions and/or prices, please contact 
your nearest Infineon Technologies office  
(www.infineon.com).

Warnings
Due to technical requirements, our products may 
contain dangerous substances. For information on 
the types in question, please contact your nearest 
Infineon Technologies office. 

Except as otherwise explicitly approved by us in a 
written document signed by authorized represen-
tatives of Infineon Technologies, our products may 
not be used in any life- endangering applications, 
including but not limited to medical, nuclear, mili-
tary, life-critical or any other applications where a 
failure of the product or any consequences of the 
use thereof can result in personal injury.

The reference architecture can help visualize how the joint solution from  
Klika Tech, Infineon, and AWS can be applied to industrial equipment.

 ‒ Ensure unexpected anomalies are identified before 
they become costly repairs

 ‒ Automated condition monitoring and failure  
prediction weeks in advance of actual failure

 ‒ Analyze anomaly data against baseline  
performance thresholds

 ‒ Increase asset availability and knowledge
 ‒ Reduce operations and maintenance costs

Easily apply this solution to accelerate and streamline also other use cases:

Identify and prioritize HVAC system and equipment anomalies in real time 
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